The Samuel Waxman Cancer Research Foundation mission is to eradicate cancer by funding collaborative cross-institutional research to identify and correct abnormal gene function that causes cancer. This research is the basis for developing minimally toxic treatments for all patients with cancer.
Dear Friend,

Thanks to your generous support, 2018 was a stellar year for the Samuel Waxman Cancer Research Foundation (SWCRF). Your generosity helped the SWCRF to allocate more than 2 million dollars in new grants and increase the number of scientists we fund in the Institute Without Walls to fifty, an increase by twenty.

Growth in philanthropic support means that the SWCRF has more resources to invest in research that is laser-focused on correcting the abnormal gene function, the root cause of cancer.

These resources include 1.4 million dollar’s worth of funding that the SWCRF awarded to 7 scientists with two-year grants of $200,000 each.

Also, we reached a significant milestone in our Partnerships for Aging and Cancer research program with the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and National Institute on Aging (NIA). The NCI selected 14 scientists who will begin a two-year research collaboration. This innovative $3 million “private-public” partnership pairs experts in aging with experts in cancer who will examine why aging is now the leading risk factor for developing cancer.

We continue to measure our successes by the advances in funded research that uncovers the genetic and epigenetic causes of cancer and exciting breakthroughs in minimally-toxic treatments.

Thank you for investing in our research growth and being partners with us in our quest to eradicate cancer.

Very truly yours,

Michael Nierenberg
Chairman

Samuel Waxman, MD
Founder and CEO

William T. Sullivan
Executive Director
Throughout the year, the SWCRF community gathered to advance cancer research and make memorable moments. Here are just a few.

More than 40 SWCRF-funded scientists and collaborating investigators presented reports of their research at the annual Scientific Review held at the Ichan School of Medicine at Mount Sinai Hospital.

The 14th Annual Hamptons Happening raised a record $430,000 and was held at the Bridgehampton estate of Kenneth and Maria Fishel. The annual food and wine event honored real estate developer Joe Farrell, Michelin-star chef Matt Lambert and fashion designer Ramy Brook Sharp. Chris Wragge of CBS 2 News once again served as master of ceremonies.

The government of China honored Dr. Samuel Waxman with their Friendship Award medal, the country’s highest honor awarded to foreign civilians. The Vice-Premier of the People’s Republic of China, Liu He, presented the medal to Dr. Waxman at a ceremony in Beijing. Following this event, Dr. Waxman met with SWCRF-funded investigators and health leaders in Shanghai.
Dr. Samuel Waxman appeared on the PIX11 News show “Up Close with Marvin Scott” to talk about the latest in cancer research and promising treatments.

In 2018, the SWCRF became an official charity partner with the TD Five Boro Bike Tour, a popular spring event that attracts up to 30,000 cyclists for a 40-mile ride through the five boroughs of NYC. A team of 10 cyclists raised $12,500 for the SWCRF.

**May 6**

The SWCRF held its 5th annual Collaborating for a Cure Ladies Luncheon at the home of philanthropist Susan Gutfreund and raised more than $40,000 for cancer research. The event was chaired by Lauren Lawrence, Pamela Morgan, and Marion Waxman and Erica Linden-Fineberg as co-chair, and featured the trendsetting international fashion designer Jason Wu’s summer and fall collections. Pictured (l) to (r): Susan Gutfreund, Marion Waxman, Pamela Morgan, Lauren Lawrence and William T. Sullivan.

**May 15**

The 36th Annual Golf Tournament and dinner honored Ofer Yardeni, Chairman and CEO of Stonehenge Management. More than 100 golfers participated and raised over $240,000 for cancer research. SWCRF board members Dennis Herman and Gary Jacob chaired the event held at the Fresh Meadow Country Club in Lake Success, New York. Pictured (l) to (r): Patrick Jones, representing Patron Sponsor AmTrust Financial, Ofer Yardeni, event honoree and Silver Sponsor and Benjamin Young with BlackRock.

**June 25**

Undeterred by a blizzard, guests, board members, supporters and staff of the SWCRF celebrated the 21st anniversary of the Collaborating for a Cure Gala at Cipriani Wall Street and raised more than $2.5 million in support of the foundation. Attendees enjoyed a cozy evening with a five-star meal, auction, and a private musical concert by Dawes who performed at the gala as part of their world tour. Richard Volpe of Nomura Securities spoke on how his family was touched by cancer and why supporting research is so vital. Pictured (l) to (r): Christian, Richard and Alison Volpe.

**October 7**

**November 15**
The SWCRF invested more than $2 million to fund both its key research programs and ongoing research grants of scientists who are part of the Institute Without Walls. This is one of the largest rounds of funding in the Foundation’s history, which was made possible through the generosity of individuals, private foundations, and corporations during the past year.

The funding includes new research grants awarded in the Partnerships for Aging and Cancer and seven innovative research grants. The grants bring nearly 20 newly-invited scientists to the SWCRF Institute Without Walls international network of collaborating research investigators and laboratories.

“I am excited about these teams of innovative investigators and their potential to uncover new strategies for cancer prevention and treatment.”

— Richard J. Hodes, MD, NIA Director

FOURTEEN SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO STUDY AGING AND CANCER

Fourteen scientists were awarded research grants to study the links between aging and cancer from the Partnership for Aging and Cancer Research Program, a research collaboration between the SWCRF, National Cancer Institute (NCI) and National Institute on Aging (NIA). The Partnership launched in 2018 as a two-year, $3 million pilot to fund cross-institutional and cross-disciplinary research that will focus on why aging is a leading risk factor for getting cancer.

This partnership model pairs investigators who study cancer with investigators who study aging. An independent panel of scientists organized by the NCI reviewed all research proposals to select the fourteen investigators.

The SWCRF has launched a $20 million campaign to fund more independent but collaborative research in aging and cancer.

James V. DeGregori, PhD University of Colorado, Denver collaborating with Ranjan Sen, PhD, National Institute on Aging

Hariharan Easwaran, MSc, PhD, Johns Hopkins University collaborating with Rafael DeCabo, PhD, National Institute on Aging

Research Focus:
Understanding and Circumventing Aging-Dependent Changes in the Bone Marrow Microenvironment that Promote Leukemogenesis

Research Focus:
Characterizing Age-Associated Epigenetic Alterations and Their Roles in Tumor Development
“Through the NCI-SWCRF collaboration, I am confident that the new results obtained from this Partnership will better inform our understanding of the interplay between aging and cancer.”

— Douglas R. Lowy, MD, NCI Acting Director
SEVEN INVESTIGATORS AWARDED 2019-2021 GRANTS

The SWCRF awarded $1.4 million in new grants to scientists researching aging and cancer, differentiation therapy, abnormal gene expression, and epigenetic therapies.

Earlier this year, the SWCRF issued a Request for Applications (RFA) to cancer research institutions worldwide and received more than fifty applications. After careful peer review, the SWCRF scientific leadership selected seven new investigators for their innovative research projects and awarded each $200,000 in grant funding over two years. About half of the grants will study aging and cancer and the remainder examining abnormal gene expression associated with cancer.

Grant recipients are expected to declare collaboration with at least one other investigator who is a member of the SWCRF Institute Without Walls for joint publications, grant applications, and other mechanisms that support the mission of the Foundation. These investigators present a progress report of their research findings at the annual SWCRF symposium for peer review.

The 2019-2021 individual research grant recipients are:

- **Tyler J. Curiel, MD, MPH**
  The University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio
  Research focus: Age effects of T cell stem cells, cancer stem cells and immune checkpoints on cancer immunotherapy

- **Ronald M. Evans, PhD**
  The Salk Institute for Biological Studies
  Research focus: FXR as a novel therapeutic target in Colitis-induced Colorectal Cancer

- **Maria E. Figueroa, MD**
  University of Miami
  Research focus: The role of age-related reprogramming of KLF6 in HSC dysfunction and myeloid malignancies

- **Emmanuelle Passegue, PhD**
  Columbia University
  Research focus: Autophagy and Hematopoietic stem cell function in aging and leukemia

- **Ross Levine, MD**
  Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
  Research focus: Determining the role of somatic clonal evolution in aging, hematopoiesis, and predisposition to malignancies

- **Joel Neilson, PhD**
  Baylor College of Medicine
  Research focus: In vivo disruption of a novel translation pre-initiation complex as a putative therapeutic vulnerability for breast cancer differentiation therapy

- **Jan Karlseder, PhD**
  The Salk Institute for Biological Studies
  Research focus: The regulation of proliferative boundaries by autophagy
COLLABORATIONS FOR A CURE
UPDATES ON SWCRF-FUNDED RESEARCH

TARGETING BRAIN CANCER

Kevan Shokat, PhD
University of California
San Francisco

William Weiss, MD, PhD
University of California
San Francisco

The research collaboration between Dr. Shokat and Dr. Weiss is targeting EGFR, a genetic signal that is responsible for driving the formation of glioblastoma, the most common and deadly form of brain cancer. A significant problem with current treatments is that the drugs cannot penetrate the brain barrier. Through a clinical trial, Drs. Shokat and Weiss are currently studying the results of a therapy regimen that will overcome the brain’s barrier. Since the risk of developing glioblastoma increases in people over the age of 50, their research collaboration is contributing to the SWCRF Partnership for Aging and Cancer Program.

RESEARCHING A RARE CANCER, WHY?

Christopher French, MD
Brigham and Women’s Hospital

Stephen Blacklow, MD
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

SWCRF-funded investigator Dr. Christopher French, a cancer pathologist, collaborated with Stephen Blacklow, MD, an expert in molecular pharmacology at the Dana Farber Cancer Institute, to study a rare but deadly cancer called NUT midline carcinoma (NMC). There is no treatment for this cancer that often forms a tumor in the head or neck area and affects both children and adults. The collaboration led to the discovery of a new combination of therapies targeted a key oncoprotein responsible for NUT tumor growth. The scientists expect to proceed with a clinical trial to further test the efficacy of this new therapy. The results could be transferrable to other types of cancers.

THERAPIES FOR PEDIATRIC BLOOD CANCERS

Shai Izraeli, MD
Tel Aviv University Medical School

John Crispino, PhD
Northwestern University School of Medicine

Dr. Shai Izraeli, a cancer geneticist, is collaborating with Dr. John Crispino, a cancer biologist, to advance treatments for children with leukemia. Their collaboration bridges Dr. Izraeli’s research lab at Tel Aviv University, and work as Director of the Schneider’s Children Medical Center of Israel with Dr. Crispino’s lab at Northwestern University. During the past year, the collaborating scientists completed a Phase 1 clinical trial that curtailed the growth of abnormal blood cells in myelofibrosis, a form of leukemia that forms in the bone marrow. They are now planning an advanced clinical study for this treatment. The collaboration also moved a step closer to developing treatments for a form of leukemia that is common in children with Downs Syndrome.

TARGETING CHROMOSOMAL INSTABILITY IN LUNG CANCER

Ethan Dmitrovsky, MD
Frederick National Laboratory for Cancer Research

Tak Mak, PhD
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre

Dr. Ethan Dmitrovsky has been studying lung cancer for much of his career, and his most recent breakthrough was achieved through a research collaboration with Dr. Tak Mak, an expert in cancer biology at the Princess Margaret Cancer Institute in Toronto. Dr. Dmitrovsky and Dr. Mak have discovered a specific genetic makeup of lung cancer cells that makes them vulnerable to treatment. The treatment causes the cancer cells to die, which is called “anaphase catastrophe.” They are developing drugs to trigger anaphase catastrophe and to target the most drug-resistant lung cancer cells. These drugs will soon enter clinical trials.
MEET OUR NEW BOARD MEMBERS

SWCRF WELCOMES NEW BOARD MEMBERS

The SWCRF board of directors elected four new members at its annual meeting in June including Gerard F. Joyce, Peeyush Misra and Nicholas Santoro. Ari Zagdanski was elected in March. In addition, longtime board member, Gary Gladstein stepped down as director and will serve as a member of the SWCRF Chairman’s Council.

The SWCRF Board of Directors consists of 28 members, which includes six officers and 22 directors. Directors are elected for a three-year term. The Board is responsible for setting policy, establishing long-term goals, monitoring general operations, and approving the organizational outcomes and allocation of resources.

“We are honored to welcome these four new distinguished members to the Board of Directors,” said Michael Nierenberg, chairman of the Board. “The SWCRF is proud have a long history of dedicated leaders who are committed to helping end cancer.”

“The Board of Directors extend our sincerest thanks to Gary Gladstein for his longtime leadership and support of the foundation’s groundbreaking cancer research,” said Samuel Waxman, MD.

Gerard F. Joyce is Managing Director, Trust Counsel, National Head of Trusts & Estates at Fiduciary Trust International and is responsible for trust and estates strategy and administration. Mr. Joyce has more than 30 years of experience in the area of trusts and estates and has held senior positions at leading wealth management companies, working closely with domestic and international clients to develop customized trust and estates strategies. Mr. Joyce received his B.A. in finance from Lehigh University and his J.D. from Fordham University of Law where he was on Review. He is admitted to the bar in New York and Massachusetts.

Peeyush Misra is the founder of Growth Source Financial Technologies and is currently pursuing a PhD in Financial Economics at MIT. Previously, Mr. Misra was a Partner and Managing Director at Goldman Sachs where he oversaw trading in all USD interest rate products, including government bonds, agency debt, inflation linked securities, agency RMBS, interest rate swaps and options including exotics and structured notes. Mr. Misra received is B.E. in mechanical engineering from Motilal Nehru National Institute of Technology in Allahabad, India and an M.B.A. from the Indian Institute of Management.

Nicholas Santoro is Chief Financial Officer at New Residential Investment Corp. In previous roles, Mr. Santoro was chief accounting officer at FXCM, Inc. where he was responsible for directing financial reporting, accounting, tax and financial planning activities, and was principal financial officer at the Financial Guaranty Insurance Company. Mr. Santoro is a certified public accountant and received a B.A. at Baruch College and a M.B.A. at Pace University.

Ari Zagdanski is the founder and CEO of Kinsmen Property Group (KPG), based in Manhattan. KPG owns, manages, and develops strategic residential and commercial holdings in New York City. The company is a joint venture between both Toronto-based Madison Group and State Building Group. These Toronto firms have evolved from successful family businesses into multifaceted companies that service every aspect of the building and land development industry in Canada. Ari is a graduate of the Richard Ivey Business School at Western University in Ontario and has a law degree from the University of London.
### FINANCIAL STATEMENT

**JULY 1 — JUNE 30 AUDITED**

#### REVENUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>$382,000</td>
<td>$332,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Grants</td>
<td>1,813,000</td>
<td>697,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Income</td>
<td>1,445,000</td>
<td>1,504,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Income</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>-1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenue</strong></td>
<td><strong>$3,655,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>$2,532,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### EXPENSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program Services</td>
<td>$1,971,000</td>
<td>$1,601,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>536,000</td>
<td>599,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and General</td>
<td>273,000</td>
<td>186,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expense</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,780,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,386,000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surplus</strong></td>
<td><strong>$875,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>$146,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Copies of our Audited Financial Statements are available at [www.waxmancancer.org/financials](http://www.waxmancancer.org/financials).
DONORS/SUPPORTERS

THANK YOU

The following donors have shared The Samuel Waxman Cancer Research Foundation’s vision and belief in collaboration by generously funding the Foundation’s Institute Without Walls in 2018.
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A NOTE TO OUR SUPPORTERS

This list includes all gifts made to the SWCRF between January 1, 2018, and June 30, 2019. We have carefully reviewed all donations to ensure proper recognition. We make every effort to follow the donor's preferences for recognition when compiling this list. If you prefer to have your name listed differently in the future, please contact us. If we have your name listed differently in compiling this list. If you prefer to apologize and ask you to bring it to the future, please contact us. If we have your name listed differently in compiling this list. If you prefer to apologize and ask you to bring it to the future, please contact us.

American Museum of Natural History
Angelo David Salon & Spa
Arni Retreats
ArloTTa Cashemere
Armenia Coffee
Backyard Pickle & Brine
Bagatelle
Baked by Melissa
Barry's Restaurant
Bastianich Wines
Bear Papa's Cream Puffs
Becco
Bottecilli
Bottecilli Portrait Package
Bristol Assisted Living
Broadway.com
Brooklyn Brewery
Brooks Brothers
ByRobin
Café Continental
Café La Colombe
Candied Anchor
Carol Brodie
Carolina Herrera
Cartier
Castello di Spaltenna
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Chanel Beauty
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Whispering Bells Foundation
Betsy Lee Workman
Brian Wiele
Wordhampton Public Relations
Gregory G. Wright
Will Zak
Marc Zimber
Michael A. Zimmerman
Naftalee Zomberg

In-Kind Donors

21 Club
4imprint
AKT Nomad
Ali McDaniel
Alice & Olivia
Amazon
AMC Cares
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